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the Federal Reserve has been expanding a new 
“test” program it calls the Overnight Reverse 

Repurchase Facility (ON RRP). this program is a 
drastic departure from its regular open-market 
operations and potentially expands the federal 
financial safety net to the entire money market.

such an expansion increases systemic risk and 
increases the likelihood of unintended consequenc-
es creating turmoil in financial markets, problems 
that the Fed has already acknowledged.1 the Fed 
should decrease its footprint in financial markets 
and stop testing new ways to assist financial firms.

What Are Reverse REPO Agreements?
the repurchase market, commonly referred to as 

the repo market, deals with the buying and selling of 
short-term securities. In general, a repo agreement 
is a contract where one party agrees to sell securities 
for cash and repurchase the same securities later at a 
higher price (frequently the next day). thus, a repo is 
basically a short-term loan: One party borrows cash 
from another and provides securities for collateral. 
If the borrower fails to repurchase the securities as 
promised, the lender simply keeps the securities.

A reverse repo is exactly the same contract, but 
it describes the lender’s perspective instead of the 
borrower’s. Viewed in this manner, a lender pro-

vides cash, purchases the securities for collater-
al, and then sells them back to receive cash in the 
future. the borrower views the transaction as a 
repo, while the lender views the transaction as a 
reverse repo. the Fed has engaged in repo trans-
actions for decades but mainly as a lender of cash 
to its primary dealers in the conduct of its normal 
open-market operations.2

What Is the Fed’s Role in the ON RRP?
Historically, the Fed has typically lent cash to pri-

mary dealers and accepted treasuries as collateral 
in repo transactions. there are two major differenc-
es under the new ON RRP. First, the Fed is now bor-
rowing cash and using its own securities as collater-
al. second, the Fed is now trading with many firms 
instead of with only its primary dealers.

In particular, the Fed is now engaged in these 
transactions with large money market mutual funds 
and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. As former Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation chairwoman sheila 
Bair recently noted, this arrangement means that, in 
effect, “the Fed’s counterparties are giving a secured 
loan to the most creditworthy borrower on the plan-
et.”3 Put differently, the Fed is giving these firms a 
new risk-free opportunity to earn money.

According to Bair, the ON RRP “hit an overnight 
high of $242 billion at the end of the first quarter of 
2014,” and the Fed has now “raised the overnight 
allotment cap for individual buyers from $500 mil-
lion in september to $10 billion.”4 In other words, on 
any given day private firms (and Fannie and Freddie) 
can lend the Fed up to $10 billion and collect interest 
the next day. this arrangement essentially provides 
these lenders with free money at the expense of pri-
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vate markets—there is absolutely no risk the Fed will 
fail to uphold its end of the contract.

these transactions are only indirectly backed 
by taxpayers, but the larger problem is that these 
contracts expand the federal financial safety net 
to additional segments of the financial industry. If 
made permanent, money market firms would have 
a ready-made place to park their cash for a risk-free 
return. In the event of market turmoil, money mar-
ket funds would have absolutely no reason to buy, for 
example, the commercial paper of the non-financial 
firms (such as PepsiCo and Home Depot) they nor-
mally buy.5 One unintended consequence of the ON 
RRP, therefore, would be to divert funds away from 
non-financial firms.

Why Is the Fed Engaging  
in These Transactions?

the Fed typically conducts monetary policy by 
trying to influence the federal funds market, the 
inter-bank lending market where banks lend each 
other excess reserves. However, the Fed has expand-
ed these excess reserves—through “quantitative eas-
ing” (QE)—so aggressively since 2008 that many par-
ticipants have no reason to borrow excess reserves. 
thus the Fed’s own aggressive actions have mini-
mized the impact of its normal operations. Rather 
than reverse its QE policies and shrink the level of 
excess reserves, the Fed has decided to test ways that 
it can influence other short-term lending markets.

the Fed also seems to be responding to a funda-
mental shift in the composition of lending markets: 

the share of total lending that traditional banks 
account for has been steadily falling since the 1970s. 
According to the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds 
data, total credit-market debt went from $1.6 trillion 
in 1970 to almost $60 trillion in 2013, and the share 
of that debt flowing through depository institutions 
fell from 42 percent to 17 percent.6 (see chart.) thus, 
for decades, an increasing amount of financial inter-
mediation has been taking place outside the tradi-
tional banking sector, where the Fed’s operations 
have always been focused.

this fact alone makes it more difficult for the Fed 
to implement traditional monetary policy, and the 
Fed has compounded the problem by aggressively 
growing its balance sheet since the 2008 financial 
crisis. In one sense, the only way the Fed can main-
tain its relevance is to expand its reach into financial 
markets.7

Why Expanding the ON RRP  
Is a Dangerous Idea

the ON RRP program potentially expands the 
federal financial safety net to the entire money mar-
ket. An expanded ON RRP program would increase 
systemic risk because:

 n It would allow even more firms to “run” straight 
to the Fed during market instability, and

 n Investors would be less likely to monitor their 
own risk if they know they have an expanded gov-
ernment backstop.
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A larger ON RRP also makes it more likely 
that any sort of liquidity crisis will spread to the 
goods-and-services sector of the economy. Money 
market funds normally use cash to buy commer-
cial paper—unsecured short-term debt—issued by 
non-financial firms such as John Deere and tar-
get. An expanded ON RRP makes it more likely 
that money market funds would lend to the Fed 
rather than these firms at the first sign of mar-
ket turmoil.

What Should Congress Do?
several Members of Congress, such as Represen-

tative Mick Mulvaney (R–sC), have started ques-
tioning the Fed over the ON RRP,8 and at least two 
Federal Reserve District Bank presidents—the New 
York Fed’s William Dudley and the Boston Fed’s Eric 
Rosengren—have publicly acknowledged some of the 
dangers the ON RRP creates for markets.9

ON RRP, still in the testing phase, would ulti-
mately result in yet another expansion of the federal 
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Note: “Banks” refers to U.S. chartered despository institutions.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Financial Accounts of the United States, 
July 5, 2014, http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/current/data.htm (accessed August 12, 2014).
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financial safety net. the program marks a drastic 
departure from previous open-market operations 
and potentially increases systemic risk. the fact 
that the Fed is testing new ways to influence addi-
tional short-term credit markets only underscores 
that its aggressive QE policies have damaged mar-
kets and should be reversed sooner rather than later.
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